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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a comprehensive set of algorithms, techniques, and accompanying
diagrams for the geometric description of turbomachinery blades. Many of the techniques
presented are new and cannot be found in the literature. The geometry construction process
is broken into several steps. Each of these steps has variations that constrain different design
parameters, enabling design-specific constraints to be met. The process of mapping curves from
two-dimensional space to three-dimensional space is described in detail. All the algorithms are
designed to work with B-spline curves (and in some cases NURBS curves) and produce a
B-spline surface for the blade.

1

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

Turbomachinery design is an iterative optimization process involving geometry manipulation and performance-predicting analysis. Understanding the interaction of a blade surface
with the surrounding fluid is a complex three-dimensional problem. Therefore, blade designers
have developed techniques that approximate the fluid flow with concentric, axisymetric flow
surfaces (surfaces of revolution).
Blade surfaces are constructed from two or more section profile curves that reside in the
flow surfaces. Typically, section profile curves are optimized in a two-dimensional space that
is a parameterization of the flow surface. The resulting coordinate transformation from a twodimensional space to three-dimensional space distorts the shape of the section profile curves.
This geometric distortion makes it difficult to control the chord length and thickness.
This work introduces a methodology for constructing section profile curves on general surfaces of revolution in a way that is consistent with traditional geometry construction techniques,
but provides complete control over the location, orientation, size, and thickness. The process
of mapping curves from two-dimensional space to three-dimensional space is fast, with a userdefined level of accuracy. This mapping uses a B-spline curve that characterizes the non-linear
geometric relationship between a flow surface and its corresponding two-dimensional parametric surface.
These algorithms can be thought of as a "toolkit" that give the designer better control over
the blade geometry. Likewise, because these algorithms execute fast (in a computer implementation), and are based on B-spline curves and surfaces, they are well suited for incorporation
into a turbomachinery geometry description program.

2
1.1

Background

A turbomachinery blade is a surface that transfers energy to a fluid or t akes energy from a
fluid. This idea has a long history, dating back to the invention of the windmill, the waterwheel.
and the smoke jack [74]. Even the multistage gas turbine has been around for nearly 150
years, the earliest introduction being in 1853 at the French Academie des Sciences [42, 74. 75].
However, it was not until the 1930's that any practical gas turbines were developed. the delay
derived from an insufficient understanding of fluid dynamics [42].
The most visible application of turbomachinery is in the aircraft industry. In the 1930's the
desire for air superiority caused an increase in the development of axial-flow compressors and
turbines, two critical portions of a jet engine. By 1941 the Royal Aircraft Establishment had
developed the F .2 turbojet [14, 42] . Tod ay, modern aircraft engine companies like AlliedSignal,
GE Aircraft Engines, Pratt & Whit ney, and Rolls-Royce manufacture jet engines that are used
in civil and military aircraft worldwide.
Turbomachinery is also used in power generation and in ships. The power generation
industry uses steam turbine generators to make electricity. Ships and submarines use rotating
propellers to provide propulsion. In addition to these more common examples, lesser known
uses of turbomachinery include: turbochargers for automobile engines, household fans , vacuum
cleaners, and air powered drills (e.g., dental drills).

1.1.1

Common blade types

There are four different types of turbomachinery blades, defined by their shape and the job
they perform. An axial blade either moves a fluid , or is moved by a fluid , primarily traveling in
the direction of the center axis of the machine (Figure l.la). As seen in Figure l.lb, a radial
blade turns the fluid flow from an axial direction at the inlet to a radial direction at the exit. A
centrifugal blade interacts with fluid that moves entirely in the radial direction (Figure l.lc).

Many blades are hybrids of the first three categories; a hybrid is considered to be a mixed fiow
blade (Figure l.ld).

3

fluid enters

l
fluid exits

fluid flow
~

(a) axial

(b) radial

fluid exits

fluid enters

----+

(c) centrifugal

(d) mixed flow

Figure 1.1 Common blade types.

1.1.2

Geometry re presentation history

Early representations of blade geometry were usually hand drawings or a data point set.
A machinist would have to interpret these representations in order to make the blade surface.
Computer Aided Design (CAD) programs introduced a seamless transfer of the blade surface
to Computer Numerically Controlled milling machines ( CNC). In order to get a CAD model
of t he blade, however , t he CAD operator still had to create the geometry from t he designer 's
ambiguous representation. During t his step the design was open to interpretation as the CAD
operator filled in any missing information to achieve t he target shape. P oor drawings, not
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enough data points, or the wrong data points, were frequent problems in the transferal of a
blade design into a CAD program.
Without good analysis tools to guide designers, there was not much need for precise geometric control. The 1970's brought these advances, creating a need for greater control over
the blade surface shape [25, 73]. To address this need, several researchers have developed specialized CAD programs using polynomial splines [50] , Bezier curves [26, 49, 76] , and Bezier
surfaces [2, 6, 16, 38, 80]. Still other researchers have made use of B-spline or NURBS curves
and surfaces [7, 20, 56, 65]. Recently, professional quality CAD programs been developed that
are customized for the description of blade geometry [3, 12, 13, 58].
The benefits of using a customized CAD program are better shape control, efficient work
flow (i.e., the designer does not have to figure out a clever way to construct the geometry) ,
and data export with no loss of accuracy (via Bezier or NURBS) [28, 68, 78]. The geometry
can then be exported in any file format that supports analytical surfaces (IGES, STEP, etc.)
[61 , 62] . This eliminates the potential for misinterpretation downstream in the manufacturing
process [71] and helps optimize the overall design process [5, 16, 20, 39].

1.1.3

Geometry construction history

A blade surface is constructed from two or more section profile curves that are positioned
(stacked) in space. A simple surface representation can consist of just these profile curves.
However, it is more common to mathematically blend the curves in the span-wise direction (the
direction from the base to the tip of the blade) to produce a continuous surface (Appendix A.7).
Section profile curves are designed in a two-dimensional space. Hence, the earliest way of
stacking curves was on parallel planes (Figure l.2a) [73]. This method is still popular today
in the aircraft industry for constructing wing geometry. A slightly more difficult way to stack
section curves is on concentric cylinders (Figure l.2b) [54]. Crouse developed a program that
stacked section profile curves on concentric cones [18, 19]. The program calculates the algebraic definition of the three-dimensional profile curves from the corresponding two-dimensional
profile curves (also algebraic), the conical surface, and a stacking reference point . Figure l.2c
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shows section profile curves stacked on concentric cones.
The next logical step was to use general surfaces of revolution. Some researchers departed
from constructing blades from section profile curves and instead used surface patches with
surfaces of revolution as boundaries [6, 38]. However , other researchers found ways to construct
sections in two-dimensional space and map them to three-dimensional space [26 , 40 , 56 , 57, 66].
Using a surface of revolution approximates the fluid flow better than a cylinder or cone.
Typically, a section profile curve is optimized for a fluid stream. Therefore, embedding the
section curve in the flow surface places that section curve in the domain for which it was
designed [43]. Figure 1.3 shows a blade where each section profile curve is stacked on a general
surface of revolution.

1.1 .4

D esign process

Like all sciences which deal with complex physical systems , turbomachinery design is partly
an art form. The process consists of several steps, some of which require lengthy computer analysis, while others depend upon the designer 's intuition. Hence, a designer 's skill is paramount
in determining a suitable blade geometry in a reasonable amount of time.
There are several steps in this design process. From the performance requirement , which
could be in the form of a pressure or velocity distribution, the designer chooses an initial
geometry. Any "inhouse" processes , analysis programs, and of course, designer experience, aid
in the specification of the initial geometry. Once the initial geometry is known, an iterative
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Figure 1.3

St acking on general surfaces-of-revolution .

process begins (Figure 1.4) .
Depending on t he sophisticat ion of t he analysis, t he designer can calculat e t he aerodynamic, structural, and t hermodynamic behavior of the blade [43].

Aerodynamic behavior

is typically predicted using Computational Fluid Dynamics ( CFD ) software [9, 10, 31, 41, 77],
whereas structural and t hermodynamic charact eristics are determined by Finite Element Analysis (FEA ) soft ware [15, 64]. Both CFD and FEA require the generation of a grid from the
blade surface [8, 11 , 59 , 71 , 72].
The blade design process is iterative, wit h t he predicted blade performance being examined
at each iteration. If t he blade does not meet t he requirements, t he geometry is modified and
t he analysis begins again. If t he blade does meet the requirements, then the iterations st op.
The decision to stop or cont inue can be fully automated [22 , 24, 26, 54 , 66, 76], or more likely,
a result of t he designer 's intervention [40, 49, 50, 52]. When t he above st ep is complet ed , a
prototype may be built and test ed in a wind t unnel (if one is available) . If the wind tunnel
tests prove unfavorable t hen t he process backs up a step and t he computer analysis begins
again. Finally, having met all t he requirements , t he blade is manufactured.
The geometry generation algorit hms presented in t his work fit into t he overall design process
at two places: in t he init ial geometry specification , and during t he geometry manipulation
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Design process.

(indicated by the dashed boxes in Figure 1.4).

1.2
1.2.1

Motivation

Strong tradition of analysis

The majority of turbomachinery research has focused on the analysis of existing blade surfaces . Of the small percentage of literature that does discuss geometry construction, only a portion describes new techniques, such as directly modify three-dimensional Bezier surface patches
[2, 6, 38, 80]. Other researchers have developed different ways to construct two-dimensional
section profile curves using Bezier and polynomial curves [16, 48]. A few researchers discuss
methods for modifying three-dimensional section profile curves [22, 40, 57].
The remaining references describe geometry construction in roughly the same way (e.g.,
two-dimensional profile curve by offsetting a camber curve with a thickness function) [1 , 32,
42, 53, 55, 60, 79, 81]. One could consider this second group as describing the "traditional"
methodology for geometry construction.

1.2.2

Geometry i_s critical to performance

The interaction of fluid and blade surface is highly sensitive to operating conditions such
as temperature and pressure, the kind of fluid (air, water, etc.), and the state of the fluid
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(boundary layer thickness, etc.). A small change in geometry can lead to a large change in performance. Therefore, control of the blade shape is critical to the design process. As mentioned
above, a good blade design will be a compromise of aerodynamic, structural, thermodynamic,
and economic considerations. Limitations of the geometry description tool(s) should not be a
factor.

1.2.3

Advances in computer-aided design

In recent years advances in computer aided design have revolutionized the manufacturing
industry. Solid modeling with free-form surfaces has introduced the ability to accurately model
nearly any part. Work done by such pioneers as Cox [17], de Boor [21], Gordon [27], and Riesenfeld [70] have made it practical to use Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) to implement
free-form surfaces in commercial computer-aided design (CAD) programs. NURBS have been
the de-facto standard in the CAD industry for several years. However, the turbomachinery
industry has been slow to adopt widespread usage of NURBS technology [5, 7, 20, 56, 57, 65] .
One reason for the slow integration of NURBS into the turbomachinery world is that
NURBS are difficult to implement.

Most turbomachinery software, in particular analysis

tools, have been written by blade designers trying to complete their projects faster and better.
Bezier curves, or piece-wise Bezier curves, often give the designer a reasonable compromise
between usability and ease of implementation.
For example, the numerical intensity of the inverse design problem lends itself towards
manipulating a small number of variables. Bezier curves are often chosen for these cases because
of their inherent simplicity and fast evaluation algorithms [28]. However, Bezier curves, and
even piece-wise Bezier curves, do not suit the development of an interactive turbomachinery
design program as well as NURBS do. With NURBS, a complex curve or surface can be
represented by a single, stable mathematical definition with such properties as continuous
derivatives, convex hull, local support, and flexible parameterization [4].
In this work, the parametric flexibility of B-spline curves are exploited to facilitate the embodiment of a complex mapping between two coordinate systems (see Chapter 2). In addition,

g

t he algorithms work best with a large number of control points. B-spline curves can readily
handle such requirements and remain numerically stable. For these and other reasons, Bsplines are a crit ical component in t he development of the algorithms presented in the coming
chapters.

1.3
1.3.1

Blade geometry basics

Coordinate systems

A blade surface is defined in the r-z-8 coordinate syst em. In the r-z plane (also known as
t he meridional plane) t he flo w curve approximates t he two-dimensional fluid flow . Revolving
the flow curve abo ut the z-axis generates the flow surface (Appendix A.6). Figure 1.5 shows
six flow curves in the meridional plane with the bottom (hub ) flow surface.

r

Figure 1.5

Flow curves in meridional plane with hub flow surface.

Each point on the flow curve has a differential arc-length dm defined by
dm = V(dr) 2 + (dz) 2

(1.1)

If we use a parametric representation for the flow curve and integrate both sides of Equation 1.1

we get
(1.2)
where m is the arc length of the flow curve at the parametric value u.
We define m' as the arc length m normalized with respect to the radius r as

dm' = dm
r

(1.3)
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Again, using a parametric representation and integrating both side of Equation 1.3 yields

m' =

r mu(u)
du
r(u)

(1.4)

Jo

We can construct a two-dimensional space with m' on the horizonal axis and

e on

the

vertical axis. This m' -e space can be thought of as an unrolling and flattening of the flow
surface. Figure 1.6 shows the relat ionship between r-z-e space and m'-e space.

1.3.2

Camber curve

The camber curve is a three-dimensional cmve in r-z-e space and the "skeleton" of the
section profile curve. A mapping process creates the camber curve in r-z-e space from a twodimensional curve in m' -e space (see Chapter 2). Often referred to as the "2D camber" or the
"theta curve" , the m' -e curve is mapped to r-z-8 space to create the camber curve (Figure 1. 7) .
Typically, the designer will work with a normalized m' -e curve, which means that the distance
from the leading edge to the trailing edge is 1.

----z

r

8

m

Figure 1.6

1.3.3

r-z-e space and m'-e space.

Chord

The word "chord" is probably the most ambiguous term used by turbomachinery designers.
The chord is always representative of the length of the blade section from inlet to exit , but
a more specific definition is not standard and varies among the design community. The most
common definition of chord has been the distance from the leading to trailing edge of the m' -e

11

(}

m

Figure 1. 7

Normalized m '-{} curve and corresponding camber curve.

curve. There is no length distort ion when mapping from m ' -e space to r -z-(} space if t he flow
surface is a cylinder. In t his case t he arc length of t he camber curve is equal to t he chord of
t he m ' -{} curve. Likewise, if t he flow surface is a cone t hen t he length distortion is uniform
and t he arc length of t he camber can be calculated from t he m ' -e chord [18]. However , if t he
flow surface is a general surface of revolution t hen t he distort ion between m ' -e space and r -z-(}
space can be too great to ignore and is not easily quantified (see Section 1.4).
In t his work t he chord is defined as follows: given a line segment in m ' -{} space of an arbitrary
lengt h, we map that curve to r - z-(} space such t hat it is embedded in t he flow surface . The
arc length of t he resulting r -z-(} curve is t he chord. Figure 1. 8 shows an arbitrary straight line
in m ' -{} space with a length c' . The corresponding r - z-(} curve t hat results from mapping t he
m ' -e curve has an arc length of c. Wit h t he flow surface being a general surface of revolut ion ,
t he two lengths are not equal (c i- c' ).

1.3.4

Thickness function

The t hickness function is used to offset points from t he camber curve to create t he upper or
lower section profile curves. Also known as t he t hickness distribut ion, t he t hickness function
is defined in a two-dimensional space wit h t he vert ical axis represent ing t he t hickness (t) or
t he t hickness normalized wit h respect to chord (t/C).

The horizontal axis represents t he

percentage of camber arc length. There are two t hickness functions, one for t he upper and one
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Figure 1.8

Definition of chord .

for t he lower section profile curves. Using two t hickness functions facilitates t he const ruction
of a non-symmetrical section profile curve. Section 1.3.5 and Chapter 4 describ e how the
t hickness functions are used along with the camber curve to create the section profile curve.

0.5

Ve

0

% camber

100

Figure 1. 9 Thickness function.

1.3.5

Section profile curve

A section profile curve is constructed from a camber curve and the upper and lower thickness
functions. Figure 1.10 shows a planar section curve. The thickness functions are used to offset
the camber curve to create the upper and lower half-section curves. As seen in Figure 1.10,
point A is located at a percentage of t he camber arc length (s). Using the upper thickness
function we can get t he t hickness t associated with the percentage camber arc lengths . Point

B is found by extending a normal to the camber at point A by a length t. Repeating this
procedure for a sufficient number of points we can then interpolate those points to define
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Figure 1.10

Planar section curve.

t he upper half-section curve (see Appendix A.10). The same procedure is used to construct
t he lower half-section curve. Finally, the t wo curves are joined into the section curve (see
Appendix A.8). Although this example is two-dimensional for simplicity, Chapter 4 describes
how t his is done in t hree-dimensions, directly on t he flow surface.

1.3.6

Blade surface

After creating section curves for all desired layers (typically, one per flow surface) the blade
surface is constructed by lofting the section curves (see Appendix A.7). Figure l.lla shows six
section curves and F igure 1.11 b shows t he blade constructed by lofting these section curves.

---

= ---

(a) section cmves
Figm e 1.11

(b) blade smface

Section profile curves and lofted blade surface.
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1.3. 7

Solidity

As a fluid approaches a blade row it is redirected to pass through t he spaces between t he
blades. If the spaces are small relative to the cross-sectional area of t he passage t hen t he
blade row is presenting a relatively "solid" barrier to the fluid. Likewise, if the spaces are big
compared to the passage area, then the fluid is less obstructed with solid material (Figure 1.12).

Figure 1.12

Varying solidity.

We define solidity (O') , as t he ratio of chord to spacing
O'

c
s

=-

(1.5)

where c is the chord and s is the spacing between the blades [42]. The spacing (s) is t he
fraction of the circumference at a given radius (r)
S =

27rr
N

(1. 6)

-

where N is the number of blades in the blade row (Figure 1.13).
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Definit ion of solidity.
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Equations 1. 5 and 1.6 are based on t he assumption t hat t he flow surface is a cylinder because
there is a single term for the radius (r) . However, when calculating the solidity for a blade
that has been constructed from profile curves on general surfaces-of-revolution, a characteristic
rad ius must be chosen. A good choice for the characteristic radius would be t he average radius
along the camber curve or the radius at some percentage arc length of the camber curve.
Finally, it is worth noting that solidity does not completely characterize the amount of
solid material obstructing t he fluid flow. Holding the solidity constant , we could increase t he
t hickness of t he blade sections, decreasing the blade passage area. This would make it more
difficult for t he fluid to "squeeze" through the blade passage (Figure 1.14) .

Figure 1.14

1.3.8

Const ant solidity with varying passage area.

Stagger angle

If we draw a straight line from the leading edge to the trailing edge of the m ' -8 curve, and

measured the angle between t his line and the m' -axis, we measured the stagger angle. The
stagger angle is preserved when t he m' -8 curve is mapped onto t he flow surface to become the
camber curve (Section 1.4.1) . Mapping algorithms covered in Chapter 3 use the stagger angle
as a design constraint to solve for the camber curve. Figure 1.15 shows t he definition of the
stagger angle.

1.3.9

Stacking point

The stacking point is a reference point on t he flow surface. Because it is on the flow surface
it will also have an m' -coordinate associated with it . One way of defining a stacking point is to
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"close," and then perform t he t hree-dimensional analysis. Another reason for favoring two
dimensions is that geometry is difficult to manipulate in three dimensions. An interactive
CAD tool should provide manipulation of geometry in a two-dimensional space and make the
corresponding update to the t hree-dimensional blade geometry when appropriate [56- 58].
The geodesic domain of a flow surface is two-dimensional, and can be characterized in
several ways, t he most popular being m' -e space. There are two important properties of m' -e
pace that a designer must consider , namely, angle preservation, and length distortion.

1. 4. 1

Angle preservation

The concept of angle preservation is best described with an example. Figure 1.17 shows
an arbit rary curve in m' -e space. We calculate the tangent ( C~) to t he curve at an arbitrary
point (m: , ()*),and the angle (a') this tangent makes with the horizontal vector

(S~).

We map

t hat curve to r - z-() space and at t he point (m: , ()*) we calculate the tangent to the curve (Cu) ,
t he tangent to the surface in the u-direction (Su) , and the angle between the vectors Cu and

Su (a). Due to angle preservation , a' = a.
In practical terms , angle preservation means that when defining them' -e curve, t he designer
knows t hat t he angle between a tangent to t he m' -{} curve and the horizontal at some point
(m: , ()*) is equal to t he angle between the tangent to the camber curve and the approximate

•

"
(}

' m '-B curve
m

Figure 1.17

Angle preservation.

Cu'
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r = stagger angle

e

m

Figure 1.15

Stagger angle.

use a stacking curve (somet imes called t he stacking axis) . Figure 1.16 shows how intersecting
a stacking curve with t he flow surface produces the st acking point . Wit h a stacking curve the
designer can control the span-wise shape of t he blade surface (i.e. , tilt and lean). However , t he
method of choosing a stacking point is arbitrary, it simply has t o det ermine a valid m' -e point
on the flow surface.

stacking curve--•

Figure 1. 16

1.4

Stacking point.

Properties of m'-8 space

Blade designers use a two-dimensional space whenever possible. One reason for using a
two-dimensional space is that CFD and FEA analysis takes more t ime to perform in t hree
dimensions. Often a designer will only work in a two-dimensional space until t he design is
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direction of the fluid flow at the same point (m: , B*) .1
To prove angle preservation we look at Figure 1.18. If we examine a differential length of
the camber curve in r-z-B space, we see that the tangent of the angle n is defined as
rdB
tann = dm

(1 .7)

Also from Figure 1.18, the tangent of the angle n' in m'-B space is
I
dB
tann = dm'

From Equation 1.3 we know that dm'

=

(1.8)

dm / r . Substituting this into Equation 1.8 we get

,
dB
rdB
tann = dm/r = dm

which , from Equation 1. 7, yields
tann' = tann

(1.9)

Using the trigonometric reduction formula
tann = tan(n - 180)
and Equation 1.9, we find that n'

= n or n' = n - 180. The second case, n' = n - 180, implies

that the parametric direction of the camber curve (relative to m' -B space) is opposite to that
of the m'-B curve. In either case, however, the angle that the camber curve makes with the
fluid flow is the same.

1.4.2

Length distortion

If we take a very thin, square piece of clay and draw a line segment of length s on it , and

then curl the clay end-to-end so that it makes a cylinder, the line segment is now a curve of
arc length s. We do not stretch or compress any portions of the clay in the process of rolling
it into a cylinder, we simply induce a curvature. Because we do not distort the clay we have
preserved the length of the line segment. Now stretch some portions and compress others until
1 The fluid is assumed to flow in the direction of increasing mat a constant ()on the flow surface . However ,
in most real world situations the flow is turbulent.
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Angle preservation proof.

the clay cylinder looks like a vase. If we measure the arc length of t he line on t he vase it will, in
general, not be s. Topologically, the piece of clay did not change, however, we have distorted
it . The planar m'-e space is like our fiat piece of clay and a general surface of revolution flow
surface in r-z-e space is like our vase.
As seen in Figure 1.19, the length of a different ial piece of the camber curve is given by

ds

=

V(dm) 2 + (rdB)2

(1.10)

The length of a differential piece of the m' -e curve is

ds' = V(dm1 )2

+ (de)2

(1.11)

Using Equation 1.3 to replace dm' in Equation 1.11 we get

ds' = j(dm/ r) 2 + (dB) 2

(1.12)

Multiplying the right side of Equation 1.12 by r / r yields

ds' =

~V(dm)2 + (rdB)2
r

(1.13)

From Equation 1.13 and Equation 1.10 we see that ds = rds' . The differential arc length ds
is directly proportional to the differential arc length ds' . If the flow surface is a cylinder with
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Figure 1.19

Length distortion proof.

a radius of one t hen each ds t hat we calculate will be equal to ds' (i.e. , no length change). A
radius greater t han one will evenly stretch the curve (ds > ds' ) and a radius less than one will
evenly compress t he curve (ds < ds').
To further explore lengt h distortion we look at how the distortion varies m' depending on
the shape of the ftow surface.

Figure 1.20 shows a grid of 20 x 20 points distributed evenly in

m'-B space. The same points are shown on a general surface of revolution. Notice that since the

surface is relatively cylindrical t he distances between the adjacent points in the m'-direction
are nearly t he same. Also, the distances between the points in the B-direction for adjacent m'
values are similar.
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Figure 1.20

Minimal length distortion.
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In contrast , Figure 1.21 shows t he same grid of 20 x 20 points in m ' -B space mapped to a
general surface of revolut ion t hat has a more ext reme change in radius. The distances between
adj acent points on t hat surface are not consistent (i.e., t here is a lot of distort ion). The regions
where t he radius is less t han one have been compressed while the regions where the radius is
greater t han one have been stretched .

(J

Figure 1. 21

Extreme length distortion.

In some design situations length dist ortion is not a problem. For example, if the designer
is specify ing an inlet and exit radius for t he camber curve (which is common for radial blades),
then t he length distort ion is not considered . In t his case the chord "falls out" of the mapping;
t hat is to say, it has t o be measured from t he camber curve aft er it is mapped to r- z-B space.
Lengt h distort ion does create a problem when the designer wants to have control over the
size of t he camber curve by specifying t he chord or solidity. The length distortion is also a
challenge when control over t he thickness of t he section profile curve is critical. In this work ,
an iterative method is used to find the camber curve such that the desired chord or solidity is
met . Another iterative method is used to construct t he blade sections directly in r- z-B space
so t hat t hey get t he correct t hickness. A full descript ion of t hese methods is described in detail
in Chapters 3 & 4.
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CHAPTER 2.

COORDINATE MAPPING

Blades are constructed from section profile curves that are embedded directly in the flow
surface (Figure 1.3). The section curve is constructed from two thickness functions and a
camber curve. The camber curve is also embedded directly in the flow surface. However , a
designer typically works with a two-dimensional normalized m'-{} curve (Figure 1.7) . In order
to construct three-dimensional r- z-{} curves from two-dimensional m' _g curves (and vice versa)
there must be a one-to-one transformation between the two spaces. The process of transforming
between m' _g coordinate space and r -z-{} coordinate space is called mapping.

2.1

Creating the map

To facilitate the conversion between m' _g space and r-z-{} space, a coordinate map is constructed. Creating the coordinate map involves building a four-dimensional B-spline curve
that is unique for a given flow curve. The flow curve geometry can vary widely (e.g., for axial,
radial, centrifugal, or mixed flow). The coordinate map has to be robust enough to accurately describe the relationship between r-z-{} space and m' _g space for any general surface of
revolution.
To understand what the coordinate map does, it is best to start with a simple example.
Figure 2.1 shows a straight flow curve of constant radius (r*). If we measured the arc length
along the flow curve (m) it would be the same as the axial coordinate ( z). When r (u) = r *,
Equation 1.4 reduces tom'= m/r*. To map an m'-{} point to r-z-{}, we know r = r*, therefore

z = m = m' r *, and () = () .
In the above example there is a linear relationship between the radius (r), the arc length
along the flow curve (m), and the normalized arc length along the flow curve (m'). One could
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flow curve

Figure 2. 1 Cylindrical flow surface.

"unwrap" t he cylinder into a planar space without distort ing t he surface. Figure 2.2 shows an
arbitrary curve (A ) wit h arc length s on a cylinder . The same curve, B , which also has an arc
lengt h of s. is shown on t he "unwrapped" cylinder .
In t he more general case where r is not constant wit h respect to m , t here is no way to
"unwrap" t he surface ofrevolut ion into a planar space wit hout distorting it (see Section 1.4.2).
Here, t he relationship between r, z and m' is nonlinear [63]. The coordinate map capt ures this
complex relationship in t he form of a B-spline curve.

T
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Figure 2.2 Unwrapping a flow surface.
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2.1.1

Tessellating the flow curve

The first step in creating the map is to tessellate the flow curve. The method of tessellation is arbitrary, and can be based on heuristics. However. since the map creation involves
interpolation, t he resulting tessellated points should be sufficient to describe the curve (i.e.,
there should not be any big gaps). Three methods of t essellating t he flow curve are described:
sampling t he flow curve at even parametric steps; det ermining parametric values based on a
chord height tolerance; and a hybrid method that uses chord height tolerance with a minimum
parametric step.
The simplest method is to sample the fl ow curve at n even parametric steps. This is the
easiest of the three methods to implement in computer code. The problem with this method
is t hat , because the par ameterization of the flow curve may vary, there may be large gaps in
the tessellated points. Even if the curve is parametrically well behaved , it is difficult to choose
the minimum number of parametric st eps (n) such that the resulting set of points is a good
representat ion of the flow curve. If too many points are used, t hen the map creation can be
slow. Also, the mapping of points (once t he map is created) can become slow. This may
be undesirable depending on how the algorit hm is being used (for example, in an interactive
geometric design program ).
In some situat ions using a chord height tolerance to tessellate the flow curve yields a better
result. In this method the flow curve is subdivided until t he chord height of all the curve
segments are within a specified tolerance (Figure 2.3).
One problem with the chord height method arises when the flow curve has regions with

Figure 2.3

Chord height tolerance.
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tessellated points

j.--

\
Figure 2.4

too long

--.j

Bad tessellation.

small curvature (Figure 2.4). The tolerance can be met with large line segments (relative to
the arc length of the curve), resulting in too few tessellated points to create an accurate map.
One way to handle the long st ep sizes that can result from a chord height tolerance t essellation is to specify a maximum parametric interval. In this method , a chord height tolerance is
used to find the initial parameter set . Then any parametric intervals t hat exceed the specified
maximum are bisected. The bisection st ep is repeated until all parametric step sizes are less
than the specified maximum. Figure 2.5 shows the curve from Figure 2.4 tessellated using this
method.

from chord height

i

\

from maximum
interval constraint

Figure 2.5

2.1.2

Good tessellation.

Calculating m

Once t he flow curve is tessellated into n + 1 parametric values (uo , u1 , . .. , Un) we can
evaluate the flow curve with those parameters to obtain (ro, ri , . . . , rn) and (zo , z1, . .. , Zn)·
Then the arc lengths at each

Ui

(mo, m1 , . .. , mn) are calculated using Equation 1.2. These

points are interpolated using a centripetal parameterization to create a three-dimensional curve
r(u)

C (u) =

z(u)
m(u)
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C(u) should be nearly identical to the flow curve with the exception of the additional third
dimension (m).

2.1.3

Calculating m'

Next we evaluate the intermediate curve C(u) with k

+ 1 evenly

spaced parameters to

obtain (r 0, r 1, . .. , rk) , (zo,z1, ... , zk) and (mo , m1 , ... , mk) · Because C(u) was constructed
using a centripetal parameterization we can sample it at even parametric steps knowing that
the resulting points will be evenly distributed over the curve (or nearly so). The number of
parametric samples, k

+ 1,

should be large enough to accurately represent the character of

C(u), but not too large as to make the algorithm slow. In practice, k

+ 1 can

be the same as

the number of initially tessellated flow curve parameters (n). After we evaluate the r , z, and

m values from C (u) we use Equation 1.4 to calculate (m0, m~ , ... , m;J.
2.1.4

The coordinate map

As with the creation of C( u), we use a centripetal parameterization and interpolate the
coordinates

r i, Zi,

m i, and m~ (0 ~ i ~ k) to create a four-dimensional B-Spline curve

r(u)
M(u) =

z(u)

(2 .1)

m(u)
m'(u)
where M( u) is the coordinate map. With this method we use a four-dimensional point set
where each coordinate exactly corresponds to the other three coordinates. This is in contrast
to a previous method that simply calculated m' control points and appended them to a refitting
of the flow curve [30, 56, 65].

2.1.5

The inverse map

One last step is required to make usage of the coordinate map faster when implemented in
computer code. The curve M(u) is evaluated at a+ 1 even parametric values (uo , u 1 , . .. , ua)
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to obtain (ro, r1 , ... , ra) . (zo, z1 , ... , za), (mo , mi , .. . , ma). and (m 0,m~ , ... , m~). Again, a
should be sufficiently large as to capture t he properties of M (u). but not too large as to
slow down t he algorit hm. Now we interpolate the u-coordinates with the m'-values as the
independent variables. We can do t his because m' is, by definition, increasing. The resulting
one-dimensional B-spline curve is the inverse map

I M(m' ) = u(m')

2.1.6

(2.2)

Potential causes of inaccuracies

In order to have an accurate inverse map (I M(m')) it must be continuously increasing (i.e.,

I Mrn1(m 1 ) > 0 for all m'-values in range). When creating the inverse map the u-values were
interpolated using the corresponding m' -values as the independent variables. In most cases this
will result in a B-spline curve t hat is cont inuously increasing. This is because the centripetal
fitting that was done with C(u ) and M(U) have created parametric stability. However , it is
possible for JM (m') to not be continuously increasing. Figure 2.6 shows t he curve IM(m') and
its control points. Figure 2. 7 shows the same inverse map drawn with a constantly increasing
vertical value. Notice t he region where t he curve is not continuously increasing in the m' direction.
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Plot of inverse map.

The inverse map is checked for this degeneracy. If it is found to not be continuously
increasing then it is not used . The inverse map is not an essential component , it just serves to
make a computer implementation of the mapping process run faster. When the inverse map
cannot be used , a Newton-Raphson search can be used instead. Section 2.2 discusses in detail
how the inverse map and the Newton-Raphson search are used.
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Figure 2.7

Bad paramet erization of inverse map.

2.2

Using the map

The purpose of the coordinate map is to facilitat e the conversion of B-spline curves between

m'-B space and r-z-B space. Given a two-dimensional B-spline curve where the first coordinate
of the control points are m' -values and the second coordinate of the control points are B-values,
a three-dimensional B-spline curve is constructed where the coordinates of the control points
are r , z , and e. This r-z-B B-spline curve will have the same number of control points, the
same order , and the same knot vector as the m' -e B-spline curve. Evaluating the r-z-e curve
and the m'-e curve with the same parameter (u) will yield r , z, and m'-values that correspond
to each other. This means that if we were to measure the m'-value of the flow curve at the
resulting r and z-values, it would be the same as the m'-value we found from evaluating the

m' -e curve 1 . Likewise, the B-values resulting from evaluating the r-z-e and m' -e curves with
the same parameter (u) will be equal.

2.2.1

Mapping from m'-e to r- z-e

The first step when constructing a new r- z-B B-spline curve from an m' -e B-spline curve
is to convert the control points . If the inverse map (Equation 2.2) is valid (i.e. , it is continuously increasing in u as m' increases) then INI (m') is evaluated with each control point 's
m'-coordinate. Otherwise, ifthe inverse map is invalid, a Newton-Raphson search is conducted
on M (u) to find the u-values that correspond to the given m' and B-values [69]. The NewtonRaphson search is the second choice because it is considerably slower than a direct evaluation
of IM(m' ). The resulting u-values are then used to evaluate M (u) (Equation 2.1) , yielding r ,
1 Ignoring

roundoff errors and machine precision.

-

- -- - - -- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - -
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z . m , and m'-values.
We then proceed to piece together a new B-spline curve. Figure 2.8 shows how an

r-z-e

B-spline curve is constructed from an m' -e B-spline curve. The dimension, order , and number
of control points are specified. Then the knot vector is copied from the original m' -e curve.
Finally, the r , z, and 0-values calculated from M (u) become the new control points.

m '-() B-spline curve

r-z-B B-spline curve

Dimension = 2

Dimension = 3

Order= p+1
Number of Control Points = n+ 1

Order= p+1
Number of Control Points = n+ 1

Knot= [u0,u1, ... ,un+p+1 ]
Control Points= [m0 ', m 1 ', ... ,mn'J.
[ Oo,{:11, · · ·, Bn]

Control Points=

[r0 .r1'·· ..rnl•
[.zo,z,, ... ,znJ.
[00 , 01 , . .. ,0n]

m ' --+ Coordinate Map --+ r, z
0=0

Figure 2.8

Since we map

Mapping a curve.

m' -e control points to r-z-e control points , there has to be a sufficient number

of m' -e control points to build an accurate
control points , the resulting

r-z-e curve.

m' -e curve does not have enough

r-z-e curve will not be embedded directly in the flow surface. An

alternative method would be to first tessellate the
space. The

If the

m' -e curve and map those points to r-z-e

r-z-e curve would then be constructed by interpolat ing those points, most likely

with a centripetal parameterization. This method is not used because of the additional time
required to interpolate a curve. For reasons that are explained in Chapter 3, the mapping
algorithm has to be as fast as possible.
The m -values are not used when converting from
can be followed to convert between

m'-e to r-z-e. However, the same logic

r- z-e space and m-e space, or between r- z-e space and

m-re space. Therefore, M (u) includes the dependent variable m to facilitate such conversions.
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2.2.2

Mapping from r-z-B to

m'-e

Unfortunately, we cannot create an inverse map for r or z that will work for all flow curve
geometries. If we know, for example, that only axial flow curves are to be considered (i.e., z
is increasing) , then a curve similar to IM(m') could be constructed that mapped a z-value
to a parameter (u). These parameters could then be used to evaluate M (u) to obtain the
needed m'-coordinates. In the general case, however, a Newton-Raphson search must be used
on M(u ) to calculate the u-values that correspond to the r- and z-coordinates of the given
control points.
When the u-values are found , M(u) can be evaluated to obtain the m'-values. It is worth
mentioning that a smart evaluation algorithm is beneficial here. In this case we only need the
last dimension of M( u) evaluated. There is no reason to calculate the other three dimensions
when they will not be used . Once we have the m'-values we can construct the m'-0 B-spline
using a method similar to the one in Section 2.2.l.
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CHAPTER 3.

CAMBER CURVE

This chapter describes the algorithms used to create a camber curve that meets the designer 's specifications. The algorithms fall into three categories: two-dimensional iterative
methods; one-dimensional iterative methods; and methods that require no iterations. All of
the methods operate on the m' -{} curve and require the specification of design constraints.
Most of the methods require the specification of a stacking point.

3.1

Constraints

In order to solve for a camber curve we have to constrain the solution space. Assuming
that the stagger angle (Section 1.3.8) is to remain constant, there are two needed constraints
to solve for a camber curve. The constraints are separated into two groups, A and B. The
designer must specify the first constraint from group A and the second constraint from group B .
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 show the constraints in group A and B , respectively.

Table 3.1
No.
Ai
A2
A3

Group A constraints.

Description
Percentage of camber curve arc length at the stacking point
Percentage of chord at the stacking point
Inlet m' -{} coordinate

If special knowledge about the solution space is known then additional constraints can be

added . For example, if we know that all of the flow curves will have a continuously increasing
radius (i.e. , a radial blade) then specifying an inlet radius or exit radius will work. However,
if the radius of the flow curve is not continuously increasing then the problem may have more
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Table 3.2
No.

Group B constraints.

Description
Chord
Solidity
Camber curve arc length
Exit m'
Exit e

B1

B2
B3
B4
Bs

than one solution. Likewise, choosing two constraints from the same group will cause the
problem to be either over-constrained or under-constrained.

3.2

Method types

Depending upon the selection of the first and second constraint , the method needed to
solve for the camber curve will fall into one of three categories: a two-dimensional iterative
method ; a one-dimensional iterative method; or a direct method not requiring any iterations.
For example, if the designer chooses to stack the camber at 253 of its arc length (constraint

A 1 ), and wants a chord of 2 units (constraint B 1 ), then in order to find this camber we
must solve a two-dimensional optimization problem . Other combinations, like constraints

A2

and B 1 , are one-dimensional optimization problems. Table 3.3 summarizes the relationship
between different combinations of constraints and the type of methods needed to find the
camber curve . In the table, a two-dimensional iterative method is indicated by "2D" , a one
dimensional iterative method by "ID", and "OD" indicates a direct method that does not
require any iterations.

Table 3.3

Summary of constraints and method types.

No.

B1

B2

B3

B4

Bs

A1
A2
A3

2D
ID
ID

ID
ID
OD

2D
2D
ID

ID
ID
OD

2D
ID
OD
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3.3

Two-dimensional iterative methods

Several combinations of constraints necessitate t he use of two-dimensional iterative methods. These methods have to determine an offset and scale for the m' -B curve such that , when
it is mapped to r-z-B space, the constraints are met.

3.3.1

Percent camber and chord length

This section discusses in detail the method used to determine a camber curve that is positioned on t he fl.ow surface such t hat : it intersects the stacking point at a specified percentage
of its arc length (constraint Ai), and it has the proper chord length (constraint Bl ). This
is accomplished by finding the proper translation and scale for the m' -B curve, such that the
above constraints are met .
We could translate the m'-B curve in either t hem'- or B-direction. However , translating in
the B-direction does not change the shape of the resulting r- z-B curve (i.e. , length distortion
from m' -B space to r-z-B space is constant in the circumferential direction of the flow surface).
Therefore, there are two independent variables: t he offset of the leading edge in the m' -direction
(m;); and the scale factor (c'). Figure 3.1 shows how m[ and c' relate to the size and placement
of the camber curve. The result ing chord length (c) is, in general, not equal to the scale
factor c' .

(}

c

<
Figure 3.1 Definition of m[ and c'.
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3.3.1.1

No derivative information

The problem we have to solve can be described as

[d, s]

=

f(mL c')

(3.1)

where d is the error in the camber curve's placement and s is the error in the camber curve's
size. Several optimization techniques were considered to solve this equation.
A gradient method requires the calculation of derivatives. However, in this problem space
a derivative is extremely difficult to calculate. The same input, with a different flow curve
or stagger angle, can create a different output. The function to differentiate would have to
somehow have the definition of the flow curve and the stagger angle as independent variables .
Another characteristic of this problem space is the inability to determine the boundary
conditions. For example, an m'-value that is larger than the maximum m'-value on the flow
curve will not have a corresponding r- and z-value . This means that it is possible to scale
and/ or offset the m'-B curve such that some or all of its control points will not be defined in

r- z-B space. However, if we make the stagger angle vertical (i.e. , "! = ±90°) then the same
m' -B curve may map to r- z-B space just fine.
For these reasons a Nelder-Mead Simplex was chosen as the optimization technique [69].
A Nelder-Mead Simplex does not require any derivative information or boundary conditions.
Also, a Nelder-Mead Simplex should (in theory) always converge.

3.3.1.2

Initial guess

A good seed value for the Nelder-Mead Simplex is critical if we want a fast convergence. If
the current constraints are similar to a previous set of constraints then we can take advantage of
the historical information to determine a good seed. For example, assume we found a camber
curve with a chord of 2.5 units and we stacked it at 453 of its arc length. This iteration
resulted in an m[-value of 4.7 and a c'-value of 1.4. Now we want the chord to be 2.6 units and
we want to stack the camber at 503 of its chord length. In this case we can seed the Simplex
with the previous answer of m; = 4.7 and c' = 1.4.
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If historical information is absent or inappropriate, then the seed can be set by assuming

a cylindrical fi ow surface. Similar to our argument in Section 2.1. Equation 1.4 tells us that
when the fiow surface is a cylinder , the length distortion is uniform and directly proportional
to the radius. We can use that knowledge to form the relation
c

c'

(3.2)

r

where c is the chord length of the camber , and r is the radius of the cylinder. Since we most
likely do not have a cylinder we can approximate c' as
C

I

c

(3 .3)

~-

rsp

where r 8 p is the radius of the stacking point.
Figure 3.2 shows how we calculate the initial guess form; . If we neglect length distortion
then constraint Ai tells us that

c~ =

c' Ai. The distance
I

I

ml= m sp -

where

m~P

3 .3. 1.3

m; is then

I

(3.4)

Ci COS/

is the m' -coordinate of the stacking point.

Erro r Function

This met hod is iterative, with each iteration consisting of several steps. Before we begin
describing the steps, we need to understand the initial conditions. We have an m' -e curve

c

8

~/I\
-- -~~h
\
!~

1
I

I
I

Figure 3.2

i
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1ne

stack ing point

I

I
:

Percent camber and chord: initial guess.
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normalized

/stacking point

m ·-B curve

/\

0

m

Figure 3.3

P ercent camber and chord: initial conditions.

with a normalized chord length (c' = 1). We also have a stacking point on the flow surface.
Figure 3.3 shows the normalized m'-B curve and the stacking point.
The first step in the iteration is to scale t he normalized m' -B curve by c' , and then to
translate it by

ml.

The

m' -B curve is then mapped

to r-z-B space. Figure 3.4 shows the scaled

and translated m' -B curve and t he resulting camber curve in r- z-B space.

m ·-Bcu rve

stacking point
/

0 /camber curve

Figure 3.4

P ercent camber and chord : mapped camber curve.
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Next , the point on the camber curve at t he specified percentage of arc length is determined. This step, finding the parameter given an arc length, is done using a Newton-Raphson
search [69]. The derivatives are approximated with

J' (x)

;:::j

f (x + dx) - f (x)

(3.5)

dx

The algorithm looks for the parameter value (u*) such that s1, the arc length of the curve
from

Umi n

to u* , is the target arc length. The error function for this Newton-Raphson search

is simply s1 minus the target arc length.
As seen in Figure 3.5, once the point at t he specified percentage arc length is determined
(P ), the two-dimensional distance between P and the stacking point is calculated. Since the

stacking point and P are points in r-z-B space, when the B-coordinates are dropped we have
"rotated" t he points into the meridional plane.

m '-B curve

Figure 3.5 Percent camber and chord: calculating d.

The two-dimensional distance is then

(3.6)
where

rp

is the radius of point P , Zp is the axial-coordinate of point P , r 8 p is the radius of the

stacking point , and z 8 p is the axial-coordinate of the stacking point.
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The next st ep is to determine the chord length (c) of the camber cmve.

Recall from

Section 1. 3.3 that t he chord is the arc length of the curve that results from mapping a straight
line connect ing the leading and trailing edge of the m' -{} curve. Figure 3.6 shows the m'-{}
curve with its chord line, the m apped camber curve, and the mapped chord line.

m '-{}curve

Figure 3.6

P ercent camber and chord : measuring the chord .

We now have the values needed to calculate the error

e=

j d2 + (c -

Ctarget ) 2

(3.7)

where d is the two-dimensional dist ance calculated from Equation 3.6, c is the chord length
of this iteration's chord line, and

Ctarget

is t he chord length specified by the designer (con-

str aint Bl ). If t is the specified tolerance, the iterations stop when e < t . At that point we
have t he needed m£- and c' -values.
It is possible to weigh the two terms in Equation 3.6
e = Ja d 2

where a and

+ /](c -

Ctarget) 2

(3.8)

/3 are the "weights" . By adjusting a and /3, the error can bias either the two-

dimensional distance or the difference in chord values. However, Equation 3.8 does not seem
to consistently decrease the convergence time, and can even increase it in some cases.
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When t he iterations st op the camber curve will look like the one in Figure 3.7. The stacking
point and the point P are aligned (i.e. , the differences between t he r- and z-coordinates are
within tolerance). However , there is a difference in t he B-coordinate of the two points. This
b.B-value is measured and stored for use in the next step.

m ·-e curve

Figure 3. 7 P ercent camber and chord: convergence.

In the final step, the

m'-e curve is scaled by the c'-value and translated by the m;-value

found in the iterations. Then , unlike during the iterations, the m' -e curve is translated in
t he B-direct ion by the b.B-value found in the last st ep . The

m'-e curve is then mapped to

r-z-e space. The resulting camber curve passes through the stacking point at the specified

percentage of its arc length, and has the proper chord length. Figure 3.8 shows this last step
with the final camber curve.
It is worth noting that even though the intersection of the camber curve and the stacking
point occurs at the percentage of arc length specified by the constraint Ai , the same is not
true for the m' -e curve. Figure 3. 9 shows the final camber curve with the arc length before
and aft er the stacking point indicated by s1 and s2 , respectively. The stacking point is also
shown where it intersects the m' -e curve. Length distortion causes the following relation
(3.9)
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m '-Bcurve

B

m

Figme 3.8

3.3.2

Percent camber and chord: final step.

Percent camber and camber arc length

In this section we describe how to build a camber cmve that intersects the stacking point
at a specified percentage of its arc length (constraint A 1) , and has the correct total arc length
(constraint B 3). This method is very similar to Section 3.3.1.
Probably the best initial guess for c' is found by borrowing the idea in Equation 3.3

s

c'~-

(3.10)

rsp

where s is the specified arc length of the camber curve, and r 8 p is the radius of the stacking
point. Here we take advantage of the fact that the arc length of the camber curve is nearly
t he same as t he chord (or close enough for an initial guess). Equation 3.4 is used to calculate
the initial guess for m;.
Unlike in Figure 3.6 where we measure the arc length of the chord line in the error function ,
in this method we measure the arc length of the camber curve. The error function is then

e=

Vd + (s 2

(3.11)

Starget) 2

where s is t he arc length of the camber curve calculated at each iteration and
length of the camber curve specified by constraint B 3.

Starget

is the arc
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m ·-e curve
stacking point
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e

~~1
Sz

stacking point

m

Figure 3. 9

3.3 .3

Percent camber and chord: length distort ion .

Percent camber and exit

e

There are t imes when t he designer may want to cont rol t he e-coordinate of t he trailing
edge of t he camber curve (constraint Bs) . This section describes how t his can be done and, at
t he same time, constructing a camber curve t hat intersects t he stacking point at t he specified
percentage arc length (constraint A 1 ).

3.3 .3.1

Initial guess

There are two independent variables in t his method : m; and

e1 .

Figure 3. 10 shows that

m; is t he m' -coordinate of the leading edge of t he m' -e curve. Likewise ,

e1 is t he e-coordinate

of t he leading edge of t he m ' -e curve. The trailing edge of t he m' -e curve (et) is fixed by
constraint B s.
Using the st agger angle (I') and t he st acking point we can det ermine

et - esp
sin 'Y

I

c

2

=--~

c~

from
(3. 12)

where esp is t he e-coordinate of t he stacking point . Neglecting lengt h distortion and using
constraint A1 wit h Equation 3. 12 we can determine cJ. from
I

C1

c'1 + c'2

= Ai
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chord line

e,

Figure 3.10

P ercent camber and exit B: initial guess.

(3.13)
Equation 3.4 is then used to calculate the guess for m;. In similar fashion we can write the
expression for B1 as

Bt
3.3.3.2

=

esv -

c~ sin 'Y

(3. 14)

Error Function

This method uses a Nelder-Mead Simplex to find the

m;-e1

pair. A typical iteration will

produce a camber curve such as the one in Figure 3.11.

m ·-ecurve

m,·

Figure 3.11

P ercent camber and exit B: typical iteration.
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m;, BL) and ends at the line (J =

The camber curve starts at the point (

at the location on t he camber curve where sif (s 1 + s2)

=

Bt. The point P is

A 1. The error function is simply the

three-dimensional distance between point P and the stacking point.
(3.15)
where r 8 p, z 8 p, and Bsp are the coordinates of the stacking point , and rp , Zp , and Bp are the
coordinates of point P .

3.3.3.3

Degenerate cases

There are several situations where this method will fail. It is apparent from Figure 3.11 that
when 'Y

= 0° or 'Y = 180°, the leading and trailing edge will always have the same B-coordinate.

When t hat is the case t here is no way to adjust

m; such t hat t he camber curve intersects the

stacking point at t he correct place.
Addit ional degenerate cases are shown in Figure 3.12a and Figure 3.12b. The case shown
in Figure 3.12c is not necessarily degenerate. It may be possible to find a solution if the m ' -B
curve has t he needed curvature to intersect the stacking point at the specified percentage arc
length. This would have to be determined on a case- by- case basis.
Figure 3. 12c is included to show t hat it is not always easy to determine whether or not
a given set of constraints and geometry will have a solution. A computer implementation of
this algorithm could warn the user when a degenerate situation is most likely to occur, and
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Percent camber and exit B: degenerate cases.
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t hen proceed to search for t he solut ion anyway. Exceeding t he maximum number of iterations
would indicate no solut ion is possible.

3.3.4

Percent chord and camber arc length

This final two-dimensional method is very similar to t he one in Section 3.3.2. However , the
chord line, inst ead of the camber curve, intersects the stacking point at t he specified percentage
of its arc length (constraint A2) .
For the initial c' guess we use Equation 3. 10 again. Likewise, Equation 3.4 is used to
determine t he guess for m ;. As in Section 3.3. 2, t he difference between arc length of t he camber
curve found at each iteration is compared to the desired camber curve arc length. Figure 3.13
shows how t he quantity d is now t he two-d imensional distance between the st acking point and
t he point (P ) at the sp ecified percentage of the chord line. This method's error function is
then
e=

where s is t he current arc length and

Jd

2

S targel

+ (s -

(3.16)

Star get) 2

is the desired arc length (constraint B 3) .

m '-(}chord line

Figure 3. 13

P ercent chord st acking.
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3.4

One-dimensional iterative methods

There are some combinations of constraints that are able to be solved using one-dimensional
iterative methods. These methods have to find the scale (c') or the offset ( mD for the m' -0
curve. Because of the unique combination of constraints and the geometric relationships invalved, only a c'-value or mf-value is required to completely describe the solution (the r-z-0
camber curve) .

3.4.1

Percent camber and solidity

In this method a camber curve is found that intersects the stacking axis at the specified
percentage of its arc length (constraint A1). The resulting camber curve will also have the
desired solidity (constraint B2).

3.4.1.1

Initial guess

By combining Equations 1.5 and 1.6 we can write solidity as
cN
27rr

cr=-

(3.17)

From Equations 3.2 and 3.17 we can derive an expression for er based on c'
c'N
271"

cr=-

(3.18)

I
27rCT
c =-N

(3.19)

Solving Equation 3.18 for c' yields

If we neglect length distortion, then we can say that c~ = d A 1 . Similar to Section 3.3.1.2, the

initial guess for mf is then calculated using Equation 3.4.

3.4.1.2

Error function

A Newton-Raphson search is used to find the proper mf-value. The error functions is
simply e = d where d is the two-dimensional distance defined in Equation 3.6. Point P , used
in Equation 3.6, is the same as in Figure 3.5 (the location on the camber curve at the percentage
arc length specified by constraint A 1 ).
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3.4.2

Percent camber and exit m'

Sometimes the designer may want a camber curve that has a trailing edge at a specific m' value (constraint B4), and still intersects the stacking point at a certain percentage of its total
arc length (constraint Ai). This method is a one-dimensional search for the correct m[-value
(c' can be calculated directly).

3.4.2.1

Initial guess

If we assume that length distortion is negligible, then we can use simple trigonometry to

calculate the initial guess form[. Figure 3.14 shows a straight m'-B curve that passes through
the stacking point at the percentage arc length specified by constraint A1. The maximum
m'-value of the m'-B curve

ism~ ,

which is constraint B 4 . The m'-B curve is scaled such that
(3.20)

From similar triangles we can write
(3.21)
Solving Equation 3.21 form[ we have

Figure 3.14

P ercent camber and exit m': initial guess.
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Figure 3. 15 Percent camber and exit m' : typical iteration.

3.4. 2.2

Error function

For t his method t he Newton-Raphson search has to find t he mj-value t hat will produce
a suitable camber curve. Figure 3.15 shows t he geometry in a typical iteration. P oint P is
t he point on t he camber curve at t he specified percentage arc length (constraint A 1 ). The
error function is just e

=

d where d is t he distance shown in Figure 3. 15, calculated wit h

Equation 3.6. When t he iterations stop, a translation in t he B-direction will align t he camber
curve such t hat point P is at t he stacking point.

3 .4 .2.3

D egenerate cases

Certain ranges of t he stagger angle (1) create degenerate cases where t here is no solution
for mj. Assuming t hat m~P < m~ (where m~P is t he m '-coordinate of t he st acking point) t hen,
when 1 is in t he range go0

::::;

1 ::::; 270°, t he t railing edge of t he camber curve can never be

m~

(constraint B 4).
Likewise, if

m~P

>

m~

t hen t he orientation is reversed , and we are really constr aining the

inlet m ' -coordinate rather t han t he exit m ' -coordinate. In t his configuration , a st agger angle
in t he range -go0
If m~

=

m~P'

::::;

1::::; go0 is a degenerate case wit h no solut ion for m j.

and t he m' -B curve does not have any inflexion points (like some radial blades
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do) then, unless constraint A1 is 03 or 1003, there is no possible way the camber curve can
intersect the stacking point at the specified percentage arc length. However, when the m'-B
curve does have one or more inflexion points (points where the curvature changes sign) then
it is possible, in some cases, to find an m/-value to meet the constraints.
No doubt , there are more degenerate cases than are discussed here. Unfortunately, it is
not easy to the find them all. The geometry is sufficiently complex as to make this task very
difficult, if not impossible. However, with a reasonable shape for the m'-B curve then most
degenerate cases can be avoided.
One way to handle degenerate cases in a computer implementation is to stop the NewtonRaphson search if a maximum number of iterations is exceeded. If there is a solution for
m; then the Newton-Raphson search should converge in a reasonable number of time-steps.
Therefore, if it is not converging, then the solution most likely does not exist.

3.4.3

Percent chord and chord length

The designer may want a camber curve that is positioned such that its chord line intersects
the stacking point at a certain percentage arc length (constraint A2). Also, the total chord
line should be what the designer specifies (constraint B 1 ). This section describes how two
separate one-dimensional iterative procedures are used to create a camber curve that meets
these constraints.

3.4.3.1

Leading edge

The first step is to construct a chord line in r-z-B space that is long enough to accommodate
the eventual Newton-Raphson search. In m'-B space, a line is extended one unit from the
stacking point in the opposite direction of the stagger angle (i.e., 'Y

+ 180°) .

Then the line is

mapped to r-z-B space. Figure 3.16 shows this chord line in m'-B space (curve E') and r-z-B
space (curve E).
The correct arc length for the leading side of the chord line is

(3.23)
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No doubt , there are more degenerate cases than are discussed here. Unfortunately, it is
not easy to the find them all. The geometry is sufficiently complex as to make this task very
difficult, if not impossible. However, with a reasonable shape for the m'-B curve then most
degenerate cases can be avoided.
One way to handle degenerate cases in a computer implementation is to stop the NewtonRaphson search if a maximum number of iterations is exceeded. If there is a solution for
m; then the Newton-Raphson search should converge in a reasonable number of time-steps.
Therefore, if it is not converging, then the solution most likely does not exist.

3.4.3

Percent chord and chord length

The designer may want a camber curve that is positioned such that its chord line intersects
the stacking point at a certain percentage arc length (constraint A2). Also, the total chord
line should be what the designer specifies (constraint B 1 ). This section describes how two
separate one-dimensional iterative procedures are used to create a camber curve that meets
these constraints.

3.4.3.1

Leading edge

The first step is to construct a chord line in r-z-B space that is long enough to accommodate
the eventual Newton-Raphson search. In m'-B space, a line is extended one unit from the
stacking point in the opposite direction of the stagger angle (i.e., 'Y

+ 180°) .

Then the line is

mapped to r-z-B space. Figure 3.16 shows this chord line in m'-B space (curve E') and r-z-B
space (curve E).
The correct arc length for the leading side of the chord line is

(3.23)
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Figure 3.17

Percent chord and chord length: initial trailing chord line.

direction. Curve G' is constructed by extending a straight line in the direction of the stagger
angle. Curve G' is then mapped to r-z-B space to create curve G.
As before, curve G must be sized so t hat its arc length is greater than the target arc length
(3.25)

A Newton-Raphson search is used to determine point H , which is located on curve G at an
arc length of

c2.

The initial guess for the Newton-Raphson search is
C2

u2=--

(3. 26)

Ctotal

where

Ctotal

is now the total arc length of curve G. Point H is the trailing edge of the camber

curve, and is mapped to m'-B space (point H').

3.4.3.3

Final camber

At this point the leading and trailing edge of the camber curve have been det ermined and
mapped to m'-B space (point F' in Figure 3.16 and point H' in Figure 3.17, respectively). The
m' -B curve is scaled and translated such that it starts at point F' and ends at point H'. Mapping
this m' -B curve to r- z-B space results in the final camber curve, as shown in Figure 3.18. It
intersects the stacking point at a percentage of its chord length equal to constraint A2 , and
has a total chord length equal to constraint B 1.
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Figure 3. 16

P ercent chord and chord length: init ial leading chord line.

where c is t he target arc lengt h specified by constraint B 1 .
If curve E is too short (i.e., tot al arc length of Eis less t hat c1) t hen the length of curve E'

is doubled , and it is mapped t o r-z-B space again to make curve E . This procedure is repeat ed
unt il curve E is long enough.
T he next step is t o find t he point on curve E where t he arc length is c1 (point F ). A
Newton-Raphson search is used where t he error function is simply t he difference between t he
target arc lengt h (ci) and t he arc length at t he current independent variable (u1). The init ial
guess for t he Newton-Raphson search is
U1

C1

= --

(3 .24)

ctotal

where

Ctolal

is t he total arc length of curve E. Figure 3. 16 shows the resulting r- z -B point

(F ), which is t he leading edge of t he final camber curve. Point F is mapped to m' -B space
(point F' ) for later use.

3.4.3.2

Trailing edge

Once t he leading edge has been determined , a similar procedure can be used t o find the
trailing edge (Figure 3. 17).

However , t he init ial chord line is constructed in the opposite
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Percent chord and chord length: initial trailing chord line.

direction. Curve G' is constructed by extending a straight line in the direction of the stagger
angle. Curve G' is then mapped to r-z-B space to create curve G.
As before, curve G must be sized so t hat its arc length is greater than the target arc length
(3.25)

A Newton-Raphson search is used to determine point H , which is located on curve G at an
arc length of

c2.

The initial guess for the Newton-Raphson search is
C2

u2=--

(3. 26)

Ctotal

where

Ctotal

is now the total arc length of curve G. Point H is the trailing edge of the camber

curve, and is mapped to m'-B space (point H').

3.4.3.3

Final camber

At this point the leading and trailing edge of the camber curve have been det ermined and
mapped to m'-B space (point F' in Figure 3.16 and point H' in Figure 3.17, respectively). The
m' -B curve is scaled and translated such that it starts at point F' and ends at point H'. Mapping
this m' -B curve to r- z-B space results in the final camber curve, as shown in Figure 3.18. It
intersects the stacking point at a percentage of its chord length equal to constraint A2 , and
has a total chord length equal to constraint B 1.
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m '-Ocurve

chord line

F'

m

Figure 3. 18

3.4.4

P ercent chord and chord length: final camber.

Percent chord and solidity

This method uses a one-dimensional Newton-Raphson search t o find t he camber curve.
The final camber curve will intersect the st acking point at the specified percentage of its
arc length (constr aint A2). It will also have the correct solidity as defined in Equation 3.18
(constraint B 2).

3.4.4.1

Initial guess

The init ial guess is determined in t he same way as in Section 3.4.1.1 Using Equation 3.19
we can calculate c' from the solidity input. We can neglect length distortion and calculat e
c'1

=

c' A2 (Figure 3. 2). The init ial guess for m; is t hen calculat ed using Equation 3.4.

3.4.4.2

Error function

Figure 3. 13 shows how m; and c' relate t o the mapped r - z-() chord line. Since c' is fixed ,
a Newton-Ra phson search is used to find m; . The error is just e = d, where d is the twodimensional distance between t he point on t he chord line at t he correct percentage arc length,
and the st acking point (Equation 3.6). When the dist ance d is less than the t olerance then
the iterations stop. The final camber curve is translat ed in the {}-direction so that point P is
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coincident with the st acking point .

3.4.5

Percent chord and exit m '

This method is very similar to t he one described in Section 3.4. 3. The leading edge of t he
camber curve is determined the same way. However, the trailing edge is calculat ed first using
simple trigonometry.

3.4.5.1

Trailing edge

The t railing edge of the m' -{} curve (point H' ) is found by extending a straight line from
the st acking point in the direction of the st agger angle until it intersects the vertical line at
m' =

m~

(Figure 3.19). This line (curve G' ) is mapped to r- z-() space (curve G) and its arc

length is measured (c2).

I
I
I
I

H'

(}

F'

Figure 3.19

3.4.5.2

P ercent chord and exit m' : chord line.

Leading edge

We know from constraint A2 that c2 is a percentage of the total chord length. Therefore,
the arc length of the leading portion of t he chord line (c urve E ) must be
(3.27)
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Similar to the procedure in Section 3.4.3.1 , curve Eis constructed long enough that
c 1 , where

Ctotal

is the total arc length of curve E.

Ctotal

2:

A Newton-Raphson search is used to

determine the point (F) where the arc length is c1 . The initial guess for the Newton-Raphson
search (u 1 ) is found using Equation 3.24. Point Fis then mapped tom'-() space (point F').

3.4.5.3

Final camber

Once the leading and trailing points are known we can scale and translate the normalized
m' -{} curve so that it starts at point F' and ends at point H'. Mapping this m' _() curve to

r-z-()

space will produce a camber curve that meets the constraints.

3.4.5.4

Degenerate cases

When 'Y = 90° or 'Y = 270°, there are an infinite number of intersections between the chord
line ( G') in m' -{} space and the m' =

m~

vertical line. Therefore, in these two cases using an

exit m'-value as a constraint will not work.

3.4.6

Percent chord and exit ()

The only difference between this method and Section 3.4.5 is in the initial determination
of point H'. Figure 3.20 shows how a horizontal line of() =

()t

is used to determine point H'.

Because a horizontal line is being used as the boundary, the degenerate cases are when 'Y = 0°
and 'Y = 180° .

3.4. 7

Inlet m' -{} and chord length

This method will construct a camber curve that has its leading edge at a specified

m'-()

point (constraint A3) and have the desired chord length (constraint B 1 ). A one-dimensional
iterative procedure is used to find a chord line that starts at the inlet m' -e point and extends
the necessary length c' such that, when mapped to

r- z-()

space, it has the correct arc length .
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3.4. 7.2

Error function

A Newton-Raphson search is used t o det ermine the c' -value. The

m'-e

chord line, when

scaled by t he final c'-value, will result in an r-z-e chord line with an arc length equal t o
constraint B 1 . The error functions for t he Newton-Raphson search takes t he independent
variable c' and constructs a chord line of length c' st art ing at (m[,el ). Then it maps the chord
line to r-z-e space and measures t he arc length. The error value is simply

e=

C -

(3. 28)

Ctarget

where c is t he measured arc length of t he r-z-e chord line and

Ctarget

is t he arc length specified

by const raint B 1.

3.4.8

Inlet m' -e and camber arc length

This method is nearly ident ical to Section 3.4. 7. The difference is in the curve t hat we
measure for t he arc length during t he iterations. Here, we find a c' -value that results in a
camber curve t hat has t he correct arc length (constraint B 3). Figure 3.22 shows how the
camber curve is constructed wit h t he scale of c' , initially found from Equation 3. 10.

Figure 3.22

Inlet

m'-e and

camber arc length.
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The error function for the Newton-Raphson search is
e

==

S -

(3.2g)

Starget

where s is the arc length of the camber curve measured at each iteration and

Starget

is the

target arc length specified by constraint B3 .

3.5

Direct methods

The last group of methods require no iterations whatsoever. The constraints are such that
the offset (mD and scale (c') of the m' -0 curve can be solved in closed form . For the obvious
reason, these methods execute very fast in a computer implementation.

3.5.1

Inlet m'-0 and solidity

If the inlet m'-0 point (constraint A3) and the solidity (constraint B2) are specified then the

camber curve can be found directly (i.e. without any iterations) . With m/ and 01 as knowns,
all that is left to do is determine the c' (Figure 3.22) , which is calculated using Equation 3. lg.

3.5.2

Inlet m'-0 and exit m'

Another time when the camber curve can be found directly is when the inlet m' -0 point
(constraint A3) and the exit m'-coordinate (constraint B 4 ) are given. Figure 3.23 shows how
the m' -0 curve is constructed.
Using trigonometry we can write the relationship
I

mt -

m 1I == cI cos '"Y

(3.30)

Solving for c' yields
c'

== ------'-1

m~-m'

cos--y

By inspection of Figure 3.23 we can see that this method will work when _goo < "I
m~

> m/, or when goo<

'"Y

< 270° and

m~

< m/.

(3.31)

< go and
0
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m '-(}curve

Figure 3.23

3.5.3

Inlet

m'-e

Inlet

m'-e and

exit m' .

and exit ()

The final method for creating a camber curve is also a direct method. This method is similar
to the last one (Section 3. 5. 2) , however , the c' -value is found from the trailing {}-coordinate
(constraint B 5). Referring to Figure 3.24 we can write the relationship
(3.32)
Solving for c' yields
I

{)t - {)l

c =--sin I

We can see from Figure 3.24 t hat this method is valid when 0°
when 180°

< / < 360° and

()t

< ()l ,

(3.33)

< / < 180° and

()t

>

()l ,

or
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m '-(}curve

Figure 3.24

Inlet

m'-e and exit e.
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CHAPTER 4.

SECTION PROFILE CURVE

Traditionally, section profile curves have been constructed in a planar space and then
mapped to r-z-B space. The resulting section curves were usually positioned (stacked) on
planes, cylinders, or cones (Figure 1.2). The reason for this is because it is very easy to map
from a planar space to either another plane or to a cylinder. Mapping to a cone is a little
more involved but still solvable in closed form [18 , 19]. Only very recently was a practical
methodology developed for mapping section profile curves to general surfaces-of-revolution

[56].
What is the advantage of putting a section profile curve on a surface of revolution? In most
cases a surface of revolution is a better approximation of the fluid flow. The performance of
turbomachinery is a function of the fluid flow through the machine. A type of analysis known
as streamline curvature can determine the necessary flow path geometries that will yield a
specified performance [23]. A section profile curve can be optimized for operation in a single
flow path. By putting the section curve on a surface of revolution that approximates the flow
path , we put the curve in the domain in which it was designed for.
Unfortunately, when mapping from a planar space to a surface of revolution, length distortion can be significant (especially in radial and centrifugal blades) , and the resulting section
curve undesirable. An experienced designer can adjust for length distortion in the planar section curve. However, a method that eliminated length distortion would be better, especially
for the inexperienced designer. This chapter introduces a new methodology for constructing a
section profile curve directly on a surface of revolution. No planar section curve is used in the
process.
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4.1

Two-dimensional methods

Several turbomachinery books describe how to construct a planar section curve from a
planar camber curve and a thickness function [l , 42 , 55]. Traversing along the camber curve,
an offset is defined along a vector that is either normal to the curve (normal thickness) , or
vertical (tangential thickness). Figure 4.1 shows construction of a section curve using a normal
thickness.

thickness function
(}

m

Figure 4.1 2D section construction: upper & lower curves.

At an arc length s on the camber curve, the offset point (P) is a distance t along the
vector normal to the m' -{} curve. The distance t is found from the thickness function evaluated
at s. With enough offset points (P) a curve is defined, the upper section. By repeating
this procedure with the normal vectors in the opposite direction, the lower section curve is
constructed.
Figure 4.2 shows the next step in the construction. An ellipse is fit on the leading edge,
starting at point A and ending at point B . The ellipse is tangent to the lower section curve
at point A , and normal to the m' -{} curve at point B . The lower section curve is trimmed at
point A . There is G 1 continuity at point A because the ellipse and the lower section curve are
tangent there [68].
Three more ellipses are created in a similar fashion to complete the section. An optional
final step could join the six curves into one curve. The section curve is now ready to be
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upper section ~

m '-Bcurve

Figure 4.2

2D section construction: elliptical ends.

mapped to r-z-{} space. Problems arise when the section curve is mapped to a general surface
of revolution.
Recall from Section 2.2 .l that in order to accurately map a B-spline curve in m'-{} space to
r-z-{} space there has to be a sufficient number of control points. The end ellipses are NURBS

conics, which are quadratic curves with three control points.

Knot insertion can increase

the number of control points but the elliptical curves are still rational. Since the coordinate
mapping process only works on non-rational B-spline curves, we could approximate the ellipses
with B-Spline curves, which would enable us to map the section curve. However , there is still
the problem of length distortion.
An alternative method for applying ends to the upper and lower curves is to intersect them
with vertical lines. Figure 4.3 shows a section created with cut-off ends. With cut-off ends,
the resulting curve is non-rational. Knot insertion at both the leading and trailing cut-offs can
bring the control point count to a suitable number for an accurate mapping to r- z-{} space.
However , length distortion can still be a problem.

4 .2

T hree-dimensional metho ds

This section introduces a methodology for constructing a section profile curve directly
within the domain of a flow surface. Because the section is made in r-z-{} space, there is no
mapping involved. Hence, length distortion is not a factor.
The first step is to tessellate the upper thickness function . A sufficient number of points is
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Figure 4. 3

2D section construction: cut-off ends.

required , especially in the regions of high curvat ure. The preferred method of tessellation uses
a chord height tolerance wit h a maximum par ametric interval (Section 2.1.1 ). Figure 4.4 shows
t he result of t essellating a typical thickness function. Each Si-value represents a percentage
arc lengt h on t he camber curve.

t;

S;

Figure 4.4

Tessellated thickness function.

The parametric values (ui) on the camber curve that correspond to each Si are found using
a Newton-Raphson search , similar to t he one described in Section 3.3.1.3. Figure 4.5 shows
t he camber curve wit h t he points at each

U i·

At this point t here are two ways we can apply

t he thickness from the camber curve: in the normal direction, or in t he t angential direction.

4. 3

Normal thickness

For normal t hickness, t he point and derivative is evaluated on t he m' -e curve at each uicoordinate. At each resulting point , a guide line is extended along the normal (Figure 4.6) .
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Figure 4.6

Normal thickness guide lines in m'-() space.

This line is act ually a cubic B-spline curve with anywhere from 25 to 100 control points.
The guide lines in Figure 4. 6 are t hen mapped t o r -z-() space. The resulting curves are
normal to t he camber curve and reside in t he flow surface. Each guide curve in r - z-{} space
represents a path through the flow surface at a const ant angle with the fluid flow. Figure 4.7
shows the guide curves in r- z-() space.
Once t he guide curves are mapped t o r - z-() space they can be used to determine the points
t hat will define t he upper and lower section curves. For each guide curve on the upper side,
a point is found at an arc length that corresponds t o t he upper t hickness. These points (Pi)
are then interp olat ed to form t he upper section curve (Appendix A.10). The same procedure
is used to make the lower section curve, using t he lower t hickness function. Figure 4.8 shows
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Figure 4.7

/

Normal curves in r-z-{) space.

I _I I I I 1lI\I
Figure 4.8

Points on guide curves where arc length equals thickness.

the points (Pi) found on the guide curves at a thickness t i. Also shown are the resulting upper
and lower section curves.
The final step is to join the upper and lower section curve into a single B-spline curve
(Appendix A.8). The result is a curve starting and ending at the leading edge of the camber
curve, with G 1 continuity where it was joined [68]. Figure 4.9 shows the final section profile
curve.
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section profile curve

Figure 4.9

Final section profile curve (normal t hickness).

4.4

Tangential thickness

If we want a tangential t hickness then the curves created in m' -0 space are no longer

normal to t he m'-0 curve, t hey are vertical. The result ing r-z-0 guide curves are tangent to
the circumferential direction of t he flow surface. Figure 4.10 shows how the guide lines are
constructed in m' -0 space for tangential thickness.

e

m

Figure 4.10

Tangential thickness guide lines in m' -0 space.

The rest of the procedure is identical to t he previous one. The m' -0 guide lines are mapped
to r-z-0 space. Points are then found on each resulting guide curve at an arc length that equals
the thickness. These points are interpolated to form the upper and lower section curves, which
are t hen joined into a single section profile curve. Figure 4.11 shows the guide curves in r-z-0
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Figure 4.11

Guide curves and final section curve (tangential thickness) .

space, the camber curve, and the section profile curve.

4.5

Cut-off ends

We could use a thickness function that does not start and end with a zero-thickness (Figure 4.1). This would require a cut-off method of construction. When constructing the upper
and lower section curves in r-z-{) space, the first and last guide curves are simply trimmed
to join the upper and lower section curves. The resulting section curve has four "corners. "
Figure 4.12 shows a section curve constructed this way using a tangential thickness. Of course,
the same logic could be applied using a normal thickness.

cut-off ends

Figure 4.12

Cut-off ends with tangential thickness.
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4.6

Thickness at percent chord

Thus far in the discussion of section construction, the horizontal coordinate of the thickness
function has been interpreted as the percentage arc length of the camber curve. However,
traditionally the horizontal coordinate of the thickness function has been the percentage of
chord [1, 29, 42 , 55]. Because the section construction presented here takes place in

r-z-{}

space ,

directly on the flow surface, it is somewhat more difficult to apply the thickness at the proper
percentage of the chord length. To take advantage of the work already discussed, this method
will simply determine the points on the camber curve that correspond to the proper percentage
chord values. In that sense, this method is simply a preprocessor for the method discussed in
Section 4.2.
The first step is to tessellate the thickness function in a similar fashion as before. Now, the
first coordinates of the tessellated points (si) are interpreted as the percentage chord (which
is the percentage arc length on the

r- z -{}

chord line). Unlike in Section 4.2 where we used the

camber curve, points on the chord line are found where the arc lengths are
points are located at parametric values

Ui.

Si.

The resulting

These points look similar to the ones shown in

Figure 4.5, but instead of the points being on the camber curve, they are on the chord line.
Next , lines normal to them'-{} chord line are constructed at the parametric values
step assumes that the m' -e and

r-z-{}

ui

(this

chord line are parameterized the same). If the m' -e

curve only intersects the chord line at the end points then the normal lines only have to be
constructed in the direction that them'-{} curve resides (i.e. , either above or below the chord
line).
These normal lines are mapped to
at parametric values

ui.

r-z-{}

space, where they will intersect the camber curve

The intersection points are treated as if they were the points at

ui

in Figure 4.5. The remainder of the section construction happens the same way as before,
using the parameters
thickness.

ui

in the same way on the m' -e curve, with either a normal or tangential
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4. 7

Alternative thickness definitions

Two alternative interpretations of "thickness" are: the straight line distance from the base
of the guide curve to the point P;, or a parametric distance along the guide curve to point P; .
Figure 4.13 illustrates the different interpretations of thickness.

arc length

Figure 4.13

straight distance

parametric distance

Various thickness definitions.

Using a straight line distance when the thickness is small will not make a substantial
difference in the shape of the section curve. However, when the thickness is large with respect
to the local radius of the flow surface, the resulting section curve will be significantly "thinner"
than if an arc length along the guide curves were used. Likewise, when the thickness is small,
using t; as a parametric distance along the guide curve will result in a section curve similar to
one created using arc length thickness. This is especially true if the guide curves were created
with a parameterization that closely follows the arc length (i.e., centripetal parameterization).
However, for large thicknesses, the designer should be aware that using t; as a parametric
distance could be noticeably different than using t; as an arc length.
It takes less time to find the straight line distance than the arc length. Calculating the
arc length requires integration in the error function, the straight line distance requires the
evaluation of a simple formula. However, the parametric distance is the fastest of the three,
there is no iterative search required.
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CHAPTER 5.

BLADE SURFACE

The previous two chapters described how to create the the camber curve and section profile
curve. This chapter shows how two or more section curves on concentric flow surfaces are used
to create a blade surface. In a similar fashion , the camber curves can be used to create a camber
surface. A standard NURBS surface construction technique known as lofting (or skinning) is
used to create the blade surface and camber surface (Appendix A.7) .

5.1

Parameterization

In order to loft the section curves into a blade surface each individual curve has to be
assigned a parameter value. In addition, each section curve must have the same knot vector.

5.1.1

Span-wise parameters

One way to create the span-wise parameters is by using the leading edge of each section
curve and (as if they were data points to be interpolated) either centripetal fit or chordal fit
the points. Alternatively, the stacking point , or an average coordinate on the section curve
could be used instead of the leading edge.

5.1.2

Section knot vector

There are two ways to make all the section curves have the same knot vector: by averaging
the knots, or by merging the knots. To average the knots in the section curves, they must
first all have the same number of knots.

This can be accomplished by knot insertion or

by a process of re-interpolating points evaluated on the section curve (which may introduce
some inaccuracy, depending on the number of data points used). Once the section curves
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all have the same number of knots then each corresponding knot can be averaged, resulting
in a characteristic knot vector. Unfortunately, averaging the knots may severely alter the
parameterization of each individual section curve, and ultimately, the blade surface.
A better way to obtain a section knot vector is to merge the knots from the individual
section curves. This process simply inserts knots into a knot vector until it contains every knot
from all the individual section curve knot vectors. The resulting knot vector does not distort
the parameterization of any of the section curves, nor will it distort the parameterization of the
blade surface. Unfortunately, depending on how different the individual section knot vectors
are, the resulting merged knot vector may contain a large number of knots, quite possibly the
sum total of all the interior knots from the individual section knot vectors.

5.2

Lofting

Once the span-wise parameters have been created and the section curves all have the same
knot vector, the section curves can be lofted into a single B-spline surface. The details of
lofting a set of NURBS curves into a surface are discussed in Appendix A. 7. This section will
focus on the results obtained with different parameterization and knot vector schemes.

5.2.1

Blade

Figure 5. la shows the results of merging the knots of six section curves and then lofting
these curves. Figure 5.lb shows the blade surface that results from lofting the same six section
curves after averaging the knots.
Both blade surfaces are drawn in wireframe with a 30 x 30 grid of points at even parametric
steps. It is clear from Figure 5.1 that averaging the knots can cause severe alterations in the
parameterization.
Merging the knots is not all good, however, the resulting blade surface can require a lot
of computer memory. The blade with merged knots in Figure 5.1 has a control point grid of
8 x 1161, and the blade with averaged knots has a control point grid of 8 x 199. However , knot
reduction can be used to lower the number of knots and control points. Care must be used
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(a) merged knots
Figure 5.1

(b) averaged knots

Blade surface: merged & averaged knots.

when removing knots b ecause the surface definition will change.
In addition to changing the way we create the section knot vectors to change the blade
shape, we can alter the span-wise parameterization. In Figure 5.2a is a blade constructed
by centripetal fitting the stacking points. Figure 5.2b shows the same blade constructed by
chordal fitting the stacking points.

(a) centripetal
Figure 5.2

(b) chordal

Blade surface: centripetal & chordal parameterization.
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Notice how the blade in Figure 5. 2a has slightly less curvature than the blade in Figure 5.2b.
Because we have three section curves close together near the bottom of the blade, a centripetal
parameterization produced a better surface than a chordal parameterization. This behavior is
characteristic of centripetal parameterization, it creates a "tighter" fit .

5.2.2

Camber surface

Similar to the construction of the blade surface, the camber surface is lofted from the camber
curves. Figure 5.3 shows a typical camber surface and the camber curves. If all the section
curves are symmetrical about their respective camber curves (i.e. , their corresponding upper
and lower thickness functions were identical) , then the camber surface is a good approximation
of the mean camber surface.

Figure 5.3

Camber surface.

The mean camber surface is the surface that, at any given point , is half way between the
upper and lower side of blade surface. The true mean camber surface would have to be found
directly from the blade surface. There is no way to guarantee a true mean camber surface
simply by lofting the camber curves.
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5.3

Capping surfaces

Two methods for capping the blade surface are presented here. The first method is to use
a trimmed surface. The hub (inner-most) and shroud (outer-most) flow surfaces are trimmed
with their respective section curves.

The final three surfaces (blade surface and two cap

surfaces) can be represented as a B-rep solid model [20, 44 , 45 , 71]. The trimming edges would
be the hub and shroud section curves, and the seam in the blade surface at the leading edge.
In the second method we loft the upper and lower section curves to create a cap surface. Since there are only two curves lofted , the surface will be linear in the blend-direction.
Figure 5.4 shows the surface cap that results from lofting these two curves.

Figure 5.4

Capping surface.

The camber curve can b e included along with the upper and lower section curve when lofting
the cap surfaces. Unfortunately, because the three curves come together in a single point (at
both ends) , there is no stable way to assign a blend-direction parameter to the camber curve.
All too often the resulting cap surface will curl over on itself, and generally behave in bad ways
near the leading and trailing edges. However , if the section profile curves are symmetrical, then
the camber curve can be lofted along with the upper and lower section curves with reasonably
good results. In this case the section curves would be assigned parameter values of 0 and 1,
and the camber curve would be assigned a parameter value of

!.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis introduces several new algorithms for blade geometry description. Specifically,
methods for constructing blade section profile curves on general surfaces-of-revolution are discussed. The foundation of the methodology is the mapping process, which is described in detail
in Chapter 2. The entire process of creating and using a coordinate map between m'-B space
and r-z-B space is shown in detail. Many improvements over previous coordinate mapping
methodologies are described [30, 56, 65] . Chapter 3 discussed fifteen different ways to create
a camber curve in r-z-B space. Chapter 4 shows how the camber curve and the upper and
lower thickness functions are used to construct the section profile curve. The section curves
are built directly in r-z-B space within the flow surface, eliminating the problem of length distortion inherent to two-dimensional section curve construction. Finally, Chapter 5 describes
the different ways a blade surface can be constructed from two or more section curves.

6 .1

Target market

Eliminating length distortion in the section construction process may not be that valuable
to the majority of blade designers at the time of this writing. Years of designing blades with
the understanding of length distortion has undoubtedly created a culture of engineers that deal
with the problem as second nature. It is the young engineer who will benefit the most. If these
algorithms are the numerical "engine" for an interactive CAD program, the young designer
can get what he or she wants more easily, without having to make a mental adjustment to
accommodate for the length distortion .
The numerous methods for constructing a camber and section curve offer a robust toolkit,
providing the designer with many more options. Likewise, because they are fast , and the level
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of accuracy is user-defined, these algorithms are also suitable for use in a batch program, one
that may look for several solutions over a period of time.

6.2

Extendable framework

In this thesis the two-dimensional space used is m'-{} . Some designers may wish to work
with m-e or m-re. Equation 2.1 already includes the m-coordinate. Mapping from m-{} to
r-z-B

space would follow the same steps as mapping from m'-{} to r-z-() space. In addition, the

coordinate map is easily extended to accommodate additional dimensions. It is just a matter
of appending another dependent variable to the B-Spline curve.

6.3

Future work

While this work is extensive, it is by no means a collection of all possible blade design
methodologies. In recognition of this, the following sub-sections discuss several areas where
additional , related work can be done.

6.3.1

Throat distance

The short, thick blades at the rear end of a jet engine are called turbine vanes. Designers
of turbine vanes like to work with the throat distance, which is a measure of the passage size
between adjacent blades in a row [16, 46, 47, 49 , 81]. The throat distance could be a constraint
in a method that looks for a camber curve given the thickness distribution, or vise-versa,
looking for the appropriate thickness distributions given a camber curve.

6.3.2

Curvature

It has been shown that changes in curvature [2, 6, 48] and the slope of the curvature [16, 4951] in the section profile curves can significantly influence the performance of the blade. Curvature discontinuities occur where two curves are joined to make one curve. This occurs during
section construction when the upper and lower section curves are joined to make the section
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profile curve (Section 4.2). The resulting section profile curve is G 1 continuous (continuous
slope) [68]. An alternative joining method could be used to increase the continuity.

6.3.3

Center of area stacking

Given the way section construction is presented in Chapter 4, the problem of stacking a
section curve at its center of area is difficult. Traditionally, the section curve was made in
a two-dimensional space, where the center of area is easily calculated. If we neglect length
distortion , the center of area of the corresponding r- z-B section curve is found by mapping
the two-dimensional center of area (the coordinates) to r-z-B space. But we know from the
discussion in Section 1.4.2 that length distortion can be significant.
The only feasible way to create a section curve that is stacked at its center of area, is
with an iterative method. The method could be a combination of the algorithms discussed in
Chapter 3, and the section construction techniques described in Chapter 4. At each iteration,
the section curve would be constructed and its center of area calculated. The camber curve
could then be adjusted based on the distance between the true center of area and the stacking
point , and whatever the additional constraint is.
The section curve can be thought of as a trimming curve on the flow surface. We need
to find the center of area for the portion of the flow surface inside the section curve. Finding
this center of area is a computationally expensive task, typically involving triangulation and
a summation of each individual triangle's center of area. For these reasons, stacking a section
curve at its center of area will be much slower than any of the methods outlined in this work.

6.3.4

Reverse engineering

Many existing blade designs are a good starting place for new designs. Unfortunately,
legacy blade designs are often just the surface definition, and this is usually a set of data
points . Reverse engineering is the process of dissecting the blade surface into a data structure
of camber curves, section curves, and flow curves. The section curves can be obtained by
intersecting the blade surface with concentric surfaces-of-revolution.
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For each section curve, the camber curve and thickness curves must be determined. An
algorithm such as this would facilitate importing legacy blade designs into modern turbomachinery CAD programs [3, 12, 13, 58]. Also, a CAD program could use this to implement
interactive manipulation of the section curves in r-z-B space, and update the definition of the
camber curve and thickness functions.
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APPENDIX. NURBS

NURBS provide a unified, robust way of representing geometry. A NURBS curve maps
a single independent parameter u to any number of dependent variables (typically x , y , and
z) . More generally, NURBS can be used to encapsulate a complex numerical mapping from
one domain to another. The following is a brief introduction to the basic mathematical model
behind NURBS. In addition, the NURBS curve and surface construction techniques used in
this work are discussed. For a more complete presentation see references [4, 17, 21 , 27, 67, 68].

A.1

B-spline curve

B-spline curves are a subset of the NURBS family. A B-spline curve of degree p is defined
by the equation
n

C(u) =

L

(A.l)

Ni ,p(u)Pi

i=O

where P i are the control points and N; ,p(u) are the basis functions [68]. The control points
form a control polygon that completely encloses the curve. The curve can have any number of
dependent variables because the control points can be any dimension.
The parametric range is defined by the knot vector

U = {a , ... , a, Up+l, ... , Um-p-1, b, ... , b}
'-v-""
p+l

The p

+ 1 repeated end

... , Um-p-i}

'-.,,-"'
p+l

(A.2)

knots makes this knot vector nonperiodic. The interior knots {up+l ,

are nonuniform (i .e., they do not have to be evenly spaced). However, each knot

has to be greater than or equal to the previous knot. The first and last points on the curve
are at the parametric values a and b, respectively. The knot vector determines which control
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B-spline curve

Interior knot

Figure A. l

B-spline curve.

points are used when evaluating a curve point at a given parameter u. Figure A.1 shows a
B-spline curve with its control points and knots.

A.2

B-spline surface

A B-spline surface is represented by
n

S(u , v)

m

=LL Ni ,p(u)Nj,q(v) Pi ,j

(A.3)

i=Oj=O

where P i,j are the control points arranged in a regular grid to form a control point net. The pthand qth-degree basis functions in the u- and v-directions are N; ,p(u) and Nj ,q(v), respectively.
A B-spline surface has two knot vectors, one for each parametric direction u and v
U ={a, ... , a, Up+l , ..

b, ... , b}

. , Um-p-1 1

~

'-...--'
p+l

p+l

V = { C,

... 1 C, Vq+l
'-...--'
q+l

1 ••• ,

(A.4)

Vs-q-1 1 d, ... , d}
"-..--'
q+l

To evaluate a point on a B-spline surface, we solve Equation A.3 for a pair of parametric values
u E [a, b] and v E [c, dJ.

A.3

NURBS curve

By introducing weights at each control point we have the equation for a pth-degree NURBS
curve

n

L Ni ,p(u)wiPi
C(u)=

_i=-~~~~~-

L Ni,p(u)wi
i=O

(A.5)
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Each weight (wi) changes the influence that its respective control point has on the curve shape.
If wi > 1.0 then Pi will have a greater "pull" on the curve (i.e., the curve will pass closer to

Pi)· Likewise, if

Wi

< 1.0 then P; will have less of an influence on the curve. The word

"Rational" in "Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines" stems from the quotient in Equation A.5.
The knot vector is the same as for a B-spline curve (Equation A.2).

A.4

Conics

By using the specific weights in a rational quadratic B-spline curve we can construct a
conic section. A conic section always has a knot vector of U = {O, 0, 0 , 1, 1, 1 }. With this knot

vector Equation A.5 reduces to
C(u) = (1 - u) 2woPo + 2u(l - u)w1P1 + u 2w2P2
(1 - u) 2wo + 2u(l - u)wi + u 2w2

(A.6)

where Po , P1 , and P2 are the control points and wo , w1 , and w2 are the weights. The category
of the conic is determined by

< 1 ----> ellipse
2

CSF=~

= 1 ____. parabola

wow2

(A.7)

> 1 ----> hyperbola
where CSF is the conic shape factor [67].

A.5

NURBS surface

If we assign weights to each control point in a B-spline surface we get a NURBS surface.

The equation for a NURBS surface is:
n

m

LL Ni ,p(u)Nj,q(v)w; ,jPi ,j
S( u,v ) = i=Oj=O

~-n~m~~~~~~~~~

(A.8)

LL Ni,p(u)Nj,q(v)wi,j
i=O

j=O

Similar to a NURBS curve, each weight will determine the amount of influence its control point
has on the surface shape. The knot vectors for a NURBS surface, like a B-spline surface, are
defined by Equation A.4.
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A.6

Surface-of-revolution

A surface of revolut ion is a standard NURBS smface construction technique. In this technique. a two-dimensional gen erator curve is rotated about an arbitrary axis. For a generator
curve wit h n

+ 1 control

points , t he res ulting surface of revolution has n

+ 1 control

points

in t he u-direction , and 9 cont rol points in t he v-direction . In order to have a circular shape,
t he control points in t he v-direction have t he weights { 1,

v{, 1, v{ ,1, v{, 1, v{, 1} . Figure A.2

shows a surfac e of revolution and its control point polygon .

Figure A.2 Surface-of-revolut ion with control point polygon.

A.7

Lofting

Another standard NURBS surface construction technique is known as lofting (or skinning)
[67, 68]. The process of lofting creates a NURBS smface that interpolat es a set of NURBS
curves. Figm e A.3a shows four NURBS curves and their control points. Each curve in Figure A.3a must have the same knot vector. In addit ion, each cmve is assigned a parametric value

(v) based on some heuristic method (most likely an averaging of t he control point spacing).
The control points in Figm e A.3a are then interpolat ed in the v-direction by four curves,
which are shown in Figure A. 3b. The resulting control points in Figure A.3b are actually the
control points for a NURBS surface t hat interpolates the original four curves. This surface is
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(a) original curves

(b) interpolated control points
Figure A.3

(c) resulting surface

Lofting.

shown in Figure A.3c.
From Figure A.3 we see that the control points from the first and fourth original NURBS
curves become the first and fourth row in the final surface's control point mesh. All four of the
original curves are isoparametric curves on the final surface (curves on the surface at constant
v-values) .

A.8

Joining curves

Two NURBS curves can be appended end-to-end to form a single NURBS curve [78].
Assume that the last control point of the first NURBS curve is coincident with the first control
point of the second NURBS curve (let's call this control point P c). Also, assume that the first
curve's knot vector is

1 2
U1 ={0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1}
and the second curve's knot vector is

1 2 3
U2 = {0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1, l}
The final curve's knot vector will then be
1 2
1 2 3
U3 = {O, 0, 0, 0, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1 4, 1 4, 14, 2, 2, 2, 2}

Notice how the last knot in U1 is dropped (u1) , the first end-knots in U2 are dropped , and all
the remaining knots in U2 are increased by

Ut

(in this case 1). Optionally, we can normalize
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U3 to [O, 1]
1 2 1 1 1 5 6 7
U3 = {0, 0, 0, 0, "6 ' 6, 2, 2, 2, 8, 8, 8, 1, 1, 1, 1}

Finally, the control points are simply appended, with one of the common control points (Pc)
being dropped.
If the degrees of the initial two curves are not the same then degree elevation must be used

before the curves are joined [68, 78]. Also, two curves that do not share a common control
point (Pc) can still be joined, however, a slightly modified algorithm must be used. In this
work the upper and lower section curves are joined, and these curves are coincident at their
end points.

A.9

Parameterization

Given a sequence of data points (Qo, Q1, ... , Qn-1 , Qn) , parameterization is the process
of assigning a parametric value (u) to each data point.

There are two common methods

for parameterization: the chord length method, and the centripetal method [68]. To assign
parameters using the chord length method, first calculate
n

d=

L

i=I

IQi - Qi-I I

where d is the total chord length. Then assign the first and last points:

(A.9)

u0

= 0 and

u1

= 1.

Now we can calculate the interior parameters with
i=l, ... , n-1

(A.10)

The procedure for centripetal fitting the data points is to calculate
n

d=

L

i=I

VIQi - Qi-II

(A.11)

followed by
i = 1, ... , n - 1

and once again, uo

= 0 and uI = 1.

(A.12)

Notice how Equation A.9 differs from Equation A.11 only

by the square root, likewise for Equations A.10 and A.12.
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A centripetal fit will yield a better interpolation when the spacing of the data points varies
(i.e., some of the adjacent data points are close while others are not). Most of the time when
data points are interpolated in this work a centripetal parameterization is used because of
uneven data point spacing (Sections 2.1.2, 2.1.4, & 5.1.1).

A.10

Global interpolation

Interpolation is simply the calculation of control points (Po , P1 , ... , P n-1 , P n) such that
the resulting B-spline curve will pass through the data points (Qo, Q1, ... , Qn-1 , Qn) at the
designated parametric values (uo, u1, . .. , un-1 , un) [4, 67, 68]. The (n

+ 1)

x (n

+ 1)

system of

linear equations to solve are
n

Qk

=

C(uk) =

L Ni,p(uk)Pi

k = 0, . .. ,n

(A.13)

i=O

where Qk = C(uk) indicates that we are setting the definition of the curve at the

kth

parameter

uk equal to the corresponding data point Qk .
The knot vector, consisting of (m + 1) knots, is calculated from the parameter values (uk)
with

UQ

= ··· =

Up

= 0

Um-p

= ··· =

Um

= 1

1 j+p-1
Uj+p

where p is the degree and m = n

= p

L

Ui

J =

i, ... ,

n- p

(A .14)

i=j

+ p + 1.

With the knot vector known we can write Equation A.13 in matrix form

No,p(uo)

N1 ,p(uo)

Nn-1,p(uo)

Nn ,p(uo)

No,p(u1)

N1,p(u1)

Nn-1,p(u1)

Nn ,p(u1)

which can be solved using LU decomposition [68] .
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